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Practice

• My EMR did not have the flexibility to 
extend the data model for innovation

• I was above cognitive load with data and 
systems even before the IOT and apps 
revolution

• I didn’t have a standard data model for 
my ecosystem innovators

• I was using interoperability and sematic 
harmonization to fix badly engineered 
data

• As part of Data saves lives we generated 
real world evidence on improving and 
saving lives

• Working with Genomics England I 
figured we had unwarranted variation in 
data that was holding back progress



”At the moment most live patient data is held 
by the companies who provide the electronic 
patient record systems.
But it isn’t ‘their’ data. And although isn’t 
‘their’ data, too often these systems act as a 
barrier to accessing it. And it means the data 
might not be accessible and can’t be properly 
shared, providing a barrier to the research –
innovation”

- Matt Hancock
Secretary of State for Health and Social Care

Rewired, March 18th 2021

POLICY



”I want to explore whether we can remove this 
barrier to innovation and separate the data
layer from the application layer so providers 
can offer the application software and the data 
will be stored separately and securely in the 
cloud, 
then we have a consistent data 
platform across the NHS.”

- Matt Hancock
Secretary of State for Health and Social Care

Rewired, March 18th 2021

POLICY
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“To better access people’s data on EPR systems held by third party suppliers, we will 
make sure a person’s data is separated from the applications that are used by health 
and care professionals to deliver and manage healthcare.
The data layer will consist of a set of structured data records stored in the cloud, 
separate from the EPR systems themselves. The data can then be easily accessed and 
updated by both third party and NHS systems, rather than just third party suppliers. 
Data will be controlled in a way that ensures secure and safe access, in line with 
information governance principles.”

Policy paper: Data saves lives: reshaping health and social care with data, June, 2021

Separating the data layer
POLICY
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How will you design information architecture to unlock the power of data? June 2020
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